
Success for All Phonics

A proven systematic synthetic 

phonics teaching programme, 

validated in July 2021 by 

the Department for Education



We want to share with you:

• The thought processes behind the programme

• An overview of Success for All Phonics and what’s included

• Ways to help your child at home and in their school

Welcome to FFT Success for All Phonics



About FFT

Our mission is to give all children a solid, full start to literacy 

and learning to read.

We believe that success in life is built on a solid foundation of 

learning. A first critical step is to learn how to read.

Success for All and FFT are not-for-profit organisations with 20 

years’ experience in supporting schools with literacy and 

improving educational outcomes. 

Our literacy programmes have been proven to be effective in a 

wide range of schools.



Why does my child's school need to use a 
programme for phonics and early reading?

• Schools have been using a range of programmes that teach 

phonics for over a decade, backed up by years of research to help 

children to read well as soon as possible.

• In winter 2020, the Department for Education decided it was 

important to have a new list of programmes they had checked that 

met a list of stringent criteria to be ‘validated’ systematic, synthetic 

phonics programmes, or SSP for short. 

• Like other programmes, FFT Success for All Phonics was 

validated by the DfE and, after looking at all programmes 

available, our school have selected this as our chosen 

programme as we feel it's best for your child/ren.



What is included with Success for All Phonics?

Success for All Phonics is a complete literacy programme that 

supports your child to learn all the skills needed to successfully 

read, write and spell. It is part of a wide range of literacy 

programmes that come from FFT.

FFT is a charity who have created an engaging, proven 

programme that children enjoy and do well with. There are lots 

of beautifully created and engaging resources such as 

flashcards, sound mats, and other resources to support 

children's learning. There is also a specially written set of 68 

decodable reading books that include a variety of genres, which 

will be used in class and sent home in either hard copies or 

digital books.



Resources Overview

Teaching Resources Classroom Resources Pupil Resources Other Resources

Programme Guide

for School Leaders 

and Teachers

Alphabet Cards Wall Set 68 fully decodable Shared Readers Reading Assessment 

Programme

Phonics

Teacher’s
Manual

Picture Sound Cards Wall Set Partner Practice Booklets

Shared Reader

Teacher’s 
Manual

Letter Formation Cards

Green and Red Word Cards

Picture Sound Mats Tutoring with the Lightning 

Squad

Alphabet Letter Strips

Shared Reader

Teacher’s Manual

Recept ion (Steps 1–16)

Shared Reader

Teacher’s Manual

Recept ion (Steps 17–32)



What will my child do in their daily lessons?

• Each day your child will spend time revisiting phonemes and 

graphemes to ensure they consolidate their learning before new 

content is introduced through teacher led activities designed to help 

them orally blend, segment ,read words and then sentences.

• They will also learn the alphabet and how to write letters in 

upper and lower case before beginning to write simple words 

and then sentences. 

• Additionally, they will have daily opportunities to apply their learning 

into reading beautifully written books in a Shared Reader lesson 

whilst also discussing the text to develop their comprehension 

skills.



 Scope and Sequence 

based on Letters and 

Sounds

 Common Exception Words 

are taught in phonics and 

shared reading lessons

 68 steps: teach a step 

each week (on average)

 Regular Review and 

Consolidation every few 

steps in addition to half 

termly assessments

 Decodable Shared Reader 

linked to each step











68 fully decodable Shared Readers

• 68 new decodable Shared Readers, published by FFT

• Shared Readers are linked to our scope and sequence and are used in 

class for the daily reading lessons (children share a book in pairs)



Shared Reader 1: Tap Tap Tap



Shared Reader 40: Highland Summer



How can I help my child?

FFT Success for All Phonics have created advice and resources to support. 

Find them on their Parents Portal: https://parents.fft.org.uk/tips-for-home-

reading/

A complete set of Shared Readers is available along with recordings of the 

Readers being read out loud. 

We also have a full set of videos that 

contain the proper pronunciation of all Grapheme 

Phoneme Correspondences (GPCs) taught in the programme.

Helping your child is straightforward. Research shows that it is really 

important to introduce children to several new words each day, just by 

talking and using them together. 

Children also have a better chance of being a successful reader if they 

practice reading their decodable books and also share other exciting books 

for pleasure, hearing others read.

Please note: Each school is deciding how best to use the 
portal for their pupils and parents. 

https://parents.fft.org.uk/tips-for-home-reading/


Tips to help part 1:

• Know that a GPC is a ‘grapheme phoneme 

correspondence’. That means a sound is matched to one or 

more written letters.

• Saying pure sounds is important – some sounds stretch e.g. /m/ /n/ /r/ and some bounce 

e.g. /b/ /p/. It is always best to say them softly and say a word that begins with the sound to 

help. (Try to avoid a big ‘Uh’ sound at the end as this will impact on your child’s ability to 

blend and segment words when reading and spelling). 

• Be aware that your child will be learning GPCs each week and applying them to reading 

and writing.

• Be aware that once the programme has got going your child will apply their skills with a 

Shared Reader for that week. It is most likely that your child will then bring this book home 

for consolidation and practice at the end of the week. They may also bring other books.



Tips to help part 2:

• The term ‘Shared Reader’ refers to the shared book used in a particular week in 

lessons.

• Understand that it is important not to rush on with reading books that contain unknown 

GPCs as embedding and consolidating learning in a systematic and progressive way 

is important.

• Know that Green Words are decodable (you can use phonics to read them) and that 

Red Words are ‘tricky words’ which means they have parts that are not decodable and 

need to be memorised. 

• Reading for pleasure is an important part of childhood learning and your child should 

hear you read and listening to stories and rhymes. It is however important for children 

to master phonics as their primary decoding strategy so don’t try to push your child on 

too quickly. Ask your child’s class teacher if you are unsure. 



What schools say:

“Our children enjoy the 

pace of these lessons and 

the high levels of 

engagement. In addition, 

SFA provide ongoing CPD 

for staff, meaning that we 

are constantly improving 

the quality of teaching and 

the outcomes of our 

children.”

Jo Whiley - Co-Head Teacher

East Wickham Primary 

Academy



If I have a question about my child, who 
should I contact?

If you have a question, please look at the information FFT Success for All Phonics provides 

to see if that will help you first. If you need further information, then contact your child’s 

teacher as they will know your child the best and how the programme is running in your 

child's school.


